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0. Introduction. 

In ([10],[11]) we described the geometric framework for the study of 
generation and propagation of shock waves in En appearing in viscosity- 
solutions of Hamilton-Jacobi equations 

(P) 
2/(0, Xi, • • • , Xn) = <l>(xi, • • • , Xn), 

where H and (j) are C^-functions. 
The geometric solution of (P) has been defined in ([10],[11]) which is con- 

structed by the method of characteristics. Although it is initially smooth 
there is in general a critical time beyond which characteristics cross. The 
geometric solution past the critical time is multi-valued, that is singularities 
appear. The purpose of the papers ([10],[11]) is to give a correct geometrical 
setting for describing the shock waves of viscosity solutions (cf.,[6],[7]). Ex- 
istence and uniqueness of the solution of (P) in the viscosity sense have been 
established in [6]. The viscosity solution is continuous and coincides with 
the smooth geometric solution until the first critical time. After the char- 
acteristic cross, the viscosity solution developes shock waves i.e., surfaces 
across which the gradient of the viscosity solution is discontinuous. The vis- 
cosity solution of (P) in a neighbourhood of the first critical time has been 
constructed in [14] by selecting a continuous single-valued branch of the 
graph of the geometric solution. Our project is to continue this process and 
construct the viscosity solutions around each singularity of the geometric 
solution. So we need to classify the singularities of geometric solutions. 

On the other hand, the notion of Legendrian unfoldings has been defined 
in [9] for the study of completely integrable first order differential equations. 
In ([10],[11]) it has been shown that the geometric solution of (P) is locally 
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an one-parameter Legendrian unfolding and presented the classifications of 
singularities of generic Legendrian unfoldings. For our purpose we have to 
prove that one-parameter Legendrian unfoldings is the correct class which 
describes the singularities of geometric solutions. So the main results in this 
paper are the realization theorems for one-parameter Legendrian unfoldings 
as geometric solutions of a given Hamilton-Jacobi equation (cf., Theorems 
3.2, 3.3). We can also specify the point at where the generic bifurcations of 
geometric singularities occur. 

Recently, there appeared several articles studying this subject. In [2] Bo- 
gaevskii constructed a different geometric framework of the Cauchy prob- 
lem in the case for the Hamiltonian ^Y^Uiid^)2- This first attempt to 
study of this subject, which also contains some results about the realiza- 
tion of singularities, was based on the theory of singularities of minimum 
functions. Thanks to an existence theorem for global generating families 
quadratic at infinity (due to Sikorav and Chekanov), the existence theo- 
rem for a global Lipshitz-continuous solution has been established by (J. C. 
Sikorav, C. Viterbo[16], and M. Chaperon [4,5]). This solution is known 
as the minimax solution which sometimes coincides (especially, when the 
Hamiltonian is uniformly convex or concave,) with the viscosity solution. 
The singualrities of the minimax solution were studied and classified by T. 
Jukowskaia ([12,13]). Therefore, it might be said that the theory for sin- 
gularities of weak solutions when the Hamiltonian is uniformly convex or 
concave is already established by these works. So we consider the equation 
with a nonconvex Hamiltonian. For example, the notion of nondegeneracy 
for the Hamiltonian in this paper is much weaker than the condtion that 
the Hamiltonian is convex or concave (cf., §3). We also mention that Bo- 
gaevskii[3] has indepnedently shown realization theorems for singularities of 
solutions for nonconvex Hamiltonian. 

We consider the case when the Hamiltonian depends only on momenta, 
-^(Jz >'" ' 3fc )> ^n §4- In this case we can state much stronger assertion 
for realizations of bifircations of singularities (cf., Proposition 4.1), 

All maps considered here are differentiable of class C00, unless stated 
otherwise. 

1. Geometric framework for Hamilton-Jacobi equations. 

In the present paper we treat Hamilton-Jacobi equations in the frame- 
work of the geometric theory of first order partial differential equations 
described e.g., in [10].   In this section we briefly describe the geometric 
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framework and present the necessary notation. 
Let J1(Rn,E) be the 1-jet bundle of functions of n-variables which may- 

be considered as R2n+1 with a natural coordinate system 

(xi,.-..,a;n,j/,pi,...,pn), 

where (a;i, ...,xn) is a coordinate system of W1. We also have a natural 
projection TT : J^K1*, R) -► En x R given by 7r(x, j/,p) = (x, y). 

An immersion germ i : (LQ^UQ) —> J1(Rn,R) is said to be a Legendrian 
immersion germ (i.e., Legendrian submanifold germ) if dimL = n and i*6 = 
0, where 6 = dy — X)iLi Pi * ^t- The image of TT O i is called the wave front 
set of i and it is denoted by W(i). 

We also consider the 1-jet bundle J1(R x Rn,R) and the canonical 1- 
form © on that space. Let (t, xi,..., xn) be a canonical coordinate system 
on R x Rn and 

(t,xi,...,a;n,2/,s,pi,...,pn) 

the corresponding coordinate system on J1(R x Rn, R). Then, the canonical 
1-form is given by 

n 

0 = dy — Vjpi • d^i — s - dt = 9 — s - dt. 
i=i 

We define the natural projection 11: J^R x Rn,R) -^ (R x Rn) x R by 
n(t, rr, y,5,p) = (t, a:,y). We call the above 1-jet bundle an unfolded 1-jet 
bundle. 

A Hamilton-Jacobi equation is defined to be a hypersurface 

E(H) = {(*,x,y,s,p)€' J1(RxRn,R)|fl + flF(t,a:,p) = 0} 

in J1(R x Rn, R). A geometric solution of -B(i?) is a Legendrian submanifold 
L in J^R x Rn, R) lying in E(H). 

We say that a generalized Cauchy problem (GCP) (with initial condition 
Lf) is given for an equation E(H) if there is given an n-dimensional subman- 
ifold i : 1/ C E{H) such that i*e = 0 and XH £ T(L') at any point of If 
where XH is the characteristic vector field given by 

d     J^dH d       f^s    dH        \  d      dH d     ^ dH d 

1=1 \l=l / 1=1 

We have the following existence theorem: 
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Theorem 1.1 (Classical existence theorem [15]). A GCP i : Lf C 
E(H) has a unique solution, that is, there is a Legendrian submanifold 
L C E(H), 11 C L and any two such Legendrian submanifolds coincide 
in a neighbourhood of U. 

In order to study (P) we need a more restricted framework. For any 
cG (R,0), we define 

£(iJ)c= {^x,y,-H(c,x,V),v)\(x,y,V) £ ^(^M)}. 

Then, E(H)C is a (2n + 1)-dimensional submanifold of J^R x Rn,M) 
and ©c = @\E(H)C = dz — Yn^iPi^i &yes a contact structure on 
E(H)C. We define a mapping LC : J^R^R) -♦ E(H)C by tc(x,y,p) = 
(c, x, y, —H(c, x,p),p). The mapping LC is a contact diffeomorphism and the 
following diagram is commutative: 

TT TTc 
V > V 

n xE   —  W1^ xR. 

We say that a generalized Cauchy problem (with initial condition L') 
associated with the time parameter(GCPT) is given for an equation E{H) 
if a GCP % : V C E{H) with i(2/) C £;(i?)c for some c € (R, 0) is given. 

Remark.    The Cauchy problem (P) is a GCPT. The initial submanifold is 
given by 

L^o = { (o, x, <t>{x)y -H U x, ^j , ^ L G Rn| C E(i?)o. 

The problem of studying the singularities of the graph of the geometric 
solution is formulated as follows: 

Geometric problem.    Classify the generic bifurcations of wave fronts of 

7rt|:Ln£(#)*^RnxR 

with respect to the parameter t (i.e., the generic bifurcations of wave fronts 
of geometric solutions along the time parameter). 

Following [10], in order to study the singularities of the geometric solu- 
tion we identify geometric solutions with one-parameter Legendrian unfold- 
ings. Such a characterization, which is given in Section 3 permits the use of 
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the available singularity theory of one-parameter Legendrian unfoldings. In 
the next section we present the necessary background material that we use 
in Section 3. 

2. One parameter Legendrian unfoldings. 

We now describe the notion of one-parameter Legendrian unfoldings. 
Let R be an (n + l)-dimensional smooth manifold, /i : (RJUQ) —> (R, to) be 
a submersion germ and £ : (i?, UQ) —> J1(Mn, E) be a smooth map germ. We 
say that the pair (/i, £) is a Legendrian family if ^ = ^lM~1(t) is a Legendrian 
immersion germ for any t G (M,to)« Then we have the following simple but 
very important lemma. 

Lemma 2.1. Let (fai) be a Legendrian family. Then there exist a unique 
element h € C!j£(R) such that £*8 = h • d/ji, where C$£(R) is the ring of 
smooth function germs at UQ. 

Define a map germ C : (JR, UQ) -~*Jl(Rx En,M) by 

C(u) = (fiiu)^ o £(u),y o £(u),h(u),p o £(u)). 

We can easily show that C is a Legendrian immersion germ. If we fix 1-forms 
0 and 6, the Legendrian immersion germ £ is uniquely determined by the 
Legendrian family (fM,£). We call C a Legendrian unfolding associated with 
the Legendrian family (fat). In-order to study bifurcations of wave fronts 
of Legendrian unfoldings, we introduce the following equivalence relation. 
Let d : {R,Ui) -> J^R x Rn,R) (i = 0,1) be Legendrian unfoldings. We 
say that CQ and £i are P~Legendrian equivalent if there exist a contact 
diffeomorphism germ 

K : (J^R x Rn,R),zo) -> (J1^ x Rn,R),ii) 

of the form 

and a diffeomorphism germ $ : (RyUo) —> (-R, ^i) such that KOCQ = Ci oty. 
In order to understand the meaning of P-Legendrian equivalence, we 

introduce the following equivalence: We say that two wave front sets W(Co) 
and W(Ci) have diffeomorphic bifurcations if there exists a diffeomorphism 
germ 

$ : (R x (Rn x R),n(*o)) -> (R x (Rn x R),n(^i)) 
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of the form $(*,£, y) = {<l)i{t),<l)2{t,x,y),(l)z(t,x,y)) such that $(W(£)) = 
W(C'). If CQ and Ci are P-Legendrian equivalent then these wavefronts have 
diffeomorphic bifurcations. By the theorem of Zakalyukin [18;Assertion, 
Sectionl.l], the converse is also true for generic Legendrian unfoldings. We 
can define the notion of stability with respect to the P-Legendrisji equiva- 
lence in the same way as for the ordinary Legendrian stability (see [1],[18]). 

Motivated by Arnol'd-Zakalyukin's theory ([1],[18]), we can construct 
generating families of Legendrian unfoldings. A function germ F : ((M x 
En) x M*, 0) —> (M, 0) is called a a generalized phase function germ if Gfei^O x 
Mn x R* is non-singular, where d^Ffa x> q) = (J^(t, x, q),..., M:{t, x, q)). 

Then C(F) = d^F'1^) is a smooth (n + l)-manifold germ and -Kp • 
(C(F), 0) —> E is a submersion germ, where 7rp(£, x, g) = t. 

Define map germs *F : (^(F)^) -> J^R71,]^) by 

a?,F(t,a;,g),-^(*,a?,g)J 

and *F : (C(F),0) -> J^R x Rn,R) by 

dF dF 
&F(t, x, q) = (t, x, F(t, x, g), — (t, x, g), -^-(t, x, g)). 

Since || = 0 on C(F), we can easily show that ($F)*0 = ^\C(F)-dt\C{F). 
By definition, ^i? is a Legendrian unfolding associated with the Legendrian 
family (TTF, $F)- Following the lines of ArnoPd-Zakalyukin ([1],[18]), we can 
show the following proposition. 

Proposition 2.2. All Legendrian unfolding germs are constructed by the 
above method. 

We define a function germ F : (R x (Rn x R) x Rfc,0) -> (R,0) by 
F(i, x, y, q) = JF(£, X, g) — y. We call F a generating family of $i?. We also 
consider an equivalence relation among generating families of Legendrian 
unfoldings. Let 

Fi : (R x (Rn x R) x R*,0) -> (R,0) (i = 0,1) 

be generating families of $7^. We say that FQ and Fi are t-P-IC-equivalent 
if there exists a diffeomorphism germ 

$ : (R x (Rn x R) x R*,0) -> (R x (Rn x R) x ^,0) 
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of the form 

*(*> z, y, q) = (0i (i), ^C*, ^^ v), fafa xi v)* M** xi V* ?)) 

\ I Sn^as        \      It 

such that 

where v^b) denotes the ideal generated by FQ in the ring £(ttxty,q) 0^ 

function germs of (t^x^y^q) -variables at the origin.  The definition of the 
stable t-P-K-equivalence is given in the usual way (see [1],[17]). 

For a generating family F of $F, we define 

~>(I £/).        H.(^ ^.i) 
and P-/C-cod/ = diinR5(a.^)/rc(P-/C)(/), where / = F|0 x (Rn x R) x Rfc. 
We also say that F is a P-lC-versal deformation of f if 

0 x (Mn x R) x Rk \   + re(P-/C)(/). 
/R 

Then we have the following proposition whose proof is like that of the ordi- 
nary theory of Legendrian singularities ([1],[18]). 

Proposition 2.3. (1) Let Fi (i = 0,1) be generating families of $Fi- 
Then <&Fo and $Fi we P-Legendrian equivalent if and only if FQ and 
Fi are stably t-P-K,-equivalent. 

(2) Let F be a generating family of$F, then <&F is stable with respect to the 
P-Legendrian equivalence if and only if F is a P-K-versal deformation 
off- 

We consider the Legendrian unfolding which is given by the following 
generating family: 

r-l 

(%) q[+1 ± q2
2 +YsX*i - V (1 < r < ») 

r-l 

(0jDr) qlq2 ± qr
2-

1 + J] x^'1 + x^i - y (4 < r < n) 
2=2 
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(Ur) 

CDr) 

r-2 

+ J2Xiqi~y (3<r<n + 2) 
i=l 

g2g2 ± gr-l +^-2(i ± x2_i ± . . . ± ^) 

r-2 

+ X! a;^2~1 + sitfi -y(4<r<7i + 2) 
z=2 

(^e) 91 + ?2 + 0192* + ^45192 + £392 + 3191 + 3292 - y- 

Each germ in the above list is a generating family of P-Legendrian stable 
Legendrian unfoldings. Furthermore, it is known that this gives a generic 
classification of Legendrian unfoldings for n < 5 (cf. [11] ,[18]). 

3. Realization theorems. 

In this section we identify the geometric solution of a (GCPT) intro- 
duced in Section 2 with the notion of one-parameter Legendrian unfoldings. 
Let i : L' C E(H)Q C E(H) be the initial condition of a (GCPT) and let 
L be the unique solution. Since XH $ TE(H)C, then L is transverse to 
E(H)C in E(H) for any c € (R,0). It follows that Lc = L fl E(H)C is an 
n-dimensional submanifold of E(H)C and it satisfies ©C|LC = 0 (i.e., Lc is 
a Legendrian submanifold of E(H)C). If we consider the local parametriza- 
tion of L, we may assume that L is the image of an immersion germ 
£ : (K x Rn,0) -* E(H) such that £|(c x En) is a Legendrian immer- 
sion germ of E(H)C. Hence the coordinate representation of C is given by 
£(t,u) = (t,x{t,u),y(t,u),-H(t,x{t,u),p{t,u)),p{t,u)). 

Let TT : J^E x En,E) -> J^E^E) be the canonical projection, defined 
by 7r(£, #, y, 5,p) = (re, y,p). Then the map germ t, = n o C satisfies that 
^ = ^l7rr1(^) is a Legendrian immersion germ for any t G (E, 0). Efcmce C is 
a Legendrian unfolding associated with (TTI, 7ro£), where TTI is the canonical 
projection TTI : (E x En,0) —> (E, 0). This completes the proof of the first 
part of Theorem 3.1. The proof of the second part is given in [10]. 

Theorem 3.1.     (1)  The local solution of the generalized Cauchy problem 
associated with the time parameter for the Hamilton- Jacobi equation 

s + H(t,x,p) = 0 

is a Legendrian unfolding 

C:(Rx En,0) -> J^E x En,E). 
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(2) Let 
C:(RxRn,0)-*J1{RxRn,R) 

be a Legendrian unfolding associated with (7ri,£). Then there exists a 
C^-function germ H(t,xi,... ,a;n,pi,.. -iPn) such that C is a local 
solution of the generalized Cauchy problem associated with the time 
parameter for Hamilton-Jacobi equation 

s + H(t,x,p)=0, 

where the initial condition is given by £(0,u). 

The above theorem guarantees that the class of Legendrian unfoldings 
supplies the correct class to describe the geometric solutions of (GCPT) 
for Hamilton-Jacobi equations. Thus, generic results for the singularities of 
Legendrian unfoldings can be translated to generic results in the class of 
all Hamiltonians and all initial conditions. However, we must also concern 
ourselves with what are the types of singularities that the geometric solution 
to a given Hamilton-Jacobi equation might exhibit. For the purpose, we need 
a kind of non-degeneracy condition on the Hamiltonian function.  We say 
that a Hamilitonian function H(t, x,p) is m-non-degenerated at (io, #o>Po) if 

dsH * n   * in Oto^OiPo) 7^ 0 for some (iu ... yin) <E (Nu{0})n with H + - • .+in = 

m > 1. We simply say that H(t,x,p) is non-degenerated at (to,xo,Po) if it 
is 2-non-degenerated at (£o>#CbPo)- The following theorem is a realization 
theorem for generic singularities for a given Hamilton-Jacobi equation. 

Theorem 3,2. Let Hfaxjp) be a non-degenerate Hamiltonian function 
germ at (tQ,xo,po) and C : (i2,wo) -+ (Jl(R x Rn,M), (to, ^0,2/0,50,^0)) 
be a P-Legendrian stable Legendrian unfolding associated with (/i, f). Then 
there exists a Legendrian unfolding £ which is a geometric solution of the 
Hamilton-Jacobi equation s + H{t,x,p) = 0 such that C and £ are P- 
Legendrian equivalent. 

Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that (to,#o,yo) = (0>0> 0)- Let 
G : (E x (Rn x E) x Rfc, 0) -» (E, 0) be a generating family of the Legendrian 
unfolding C. Since cfcGlO x Rn x E* is non-singular, the set 

<l>g = {(Q,z,-H(o,x^(^ ||(a;,g) = (H = l,...,fc} 

is the initial condition for the corresponding (GCPT), where g = G|0 x En x 
Rk. By the arguments of the last part of §1, we can construct a Legendrian 
unfolding Cf which is the local unique geometric solution around <^. 
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We now choose a generating family F : (E x (Mn x M) x W , 0) ^ (R, 0) of 
£. By definition, Image $ir|i = 0 is equal to 0^, so that we may assume that 
fc = k' and /, 5 are P-/C-equivalent, where / = JF|0 X Rn X R*, /(a;, y, q) = 
ffa q)-y and g(x, y, q) = g(xy q) -y. 

If P-)C-codg = 0, then P-JC-codf = 0, so that / is already a P-ZC-versal 
deformation of itself. Thus, F and G are P-/C-versal deformations of / and 
g respectively. By the uniqueness theorem of P-/C-versal deformations (see 
[8]), F is t-P-/C-equivalent to G. 

We now assume that P-fC-codg = 1, so that P-lC-codf = 1. If ^-|t=o ^ 
Te(P-/C)(/), then we can get the required assertion by the uniqueness of the 
P-/C-versal deformation as in the previous case. 

Suppose that ^f-|t=o € TC(P-/C)(/) for any generating family P of Z^7. 
Since $i? is a geometric solution of s + H(t, x,p) = 0, we have a relation 

dF /       aP\        J  /aP dF\ 

so that 
_dF 

dt 

Therefore 

„-'(^l9-<^ fL- 
'a* t=a;= „-(°.°.tM-<i a,. 

where /o(^) = /(0, g). We may assume that /o G 9Jl^, where dJlq is the 
unique maximal ideal of Sq. 

We now consider the Taylor polynomial of H(t,x,p) of degree 2 at 
(£, a;,£>o) with respect to p = (pi,... ,Pn)-variables as follows : 

71     fl TJ 

fi(t,z,p) = H(t,x,po) + J2'^-^x^Po)(Pi -Po,i) 

+ 2 5Z Q .Q .(*> ^Po)(P<"" Po,0(Pj - POj) + higher term- 

If we set t = 0, £ = 0, and p* = J^:(0, g), then 

F(0,0, ^(O.g)) = #(0,0,po) + E ^^'W) (^(0,9) -»),*) 

+2^^diJ
{x>Po) (^{0'9) -po-V V^(0'9) "P0'V +higher term- 
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Since F(t,x,g) is a generalized phase function germ, rank (£.£.. |t=o) = 

k. Then we may assume that gfX.(0) = ^ij for hj — 1,...,A; and 

$£ 6 SPT^ for € = A; + 1,..., n. It follows that $£(0,0, q) - poi = 
'  (t,x)=(0fi) 

Qi + V'C?)) where ^(q) G SDT^. Since If is non-degenerate, the quadratic form 

£i=i Vp&fiiPAPoteiqj does not vanish. 
On the other hand 

dF 
' dt 

e{f(x,q)-y,^:(x,q)) +/l,?L(x>q) 
t=0      \ d<l    '    /£,..„„,      \    dx I e. 

It follows that 

ir(^ift,))e(M,)-»,fh))<+(i,fto))E, 

and 

1 E Hj^^'lf (0."-^) (^«)-««) 2 
l<zj<n 

=if ^0,0,^(0,9) )-fr(o,o,po) 

-E^(0'0'Po)(^(0,9)-po,i) modfl^ 
2=1 ^ 

=« (o,g(0,9)) -nm*)-Ef (O.O.FO)^(O,9) 

«-i   '*» 

For any linear isomorphism A : En —► IRn, we have a relation 

5xi t-f      <9a;7- 
j=i ^ 
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Since 

l^hj^n 

and the vector space 

d2H 

l<i,j<k   F%  Pj 

is invariant under the action of the linear isomorphism A, then any 
quadratic form of q = (gi,..., gA:)-variakles is contained in the above vec- 
tor space. If there exists a quadratic form of ^-variables that it is con- 

tained in \fo,-§q/ modQJtg, then all quadratic forms are contained in 

it for the same reason as above. In this case, since the vector space 

\/o> ~&q)     ftiodOftg has at most dimension fc, then k should be 1 and /o is 

an A2-type function germ. It follows from the classification (cf. the list after 
Proposition 2.3) that F(t, a;, q) is of ^-type, so that this case is contained 
in the case of P-/C-cod (/) = 0. 

We may assume that any quadratic form of q-variables is contained in 

Since /C-cod(/o) is finite (for the definition of /C-finiteness, see [17]), then 

there exists r € N such that 971^ C (/o, 7^)    .By the same arguments 

as those of the previous paragraph, we can assert that every monomial of 
q-variables of degree 3 is contained in the vector space 

If there exists a monomial of degree 3 which is contained in 

then k should be 1 and /o is an As-type function germ. It follows that 

dimR^l,^-(0,«),....,^(0ig)^   >3mod2ttJ. 
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By the clasification (cf. the list after Proposition 2.3, ^(t, x, q) should be of 
^s-type, then this case is contained in the case of P-/C-cod (/) = 0. 

, For 0A£ or M^-type germs, we get same normal forms as in the list after 
Proposition 2.3 without the assumption n < 5 (cf. Theorem 2.2 in [18]). We 
can continue this procedure up to degree r — 1. Eventually, it remains the 
case that every polynomial of degree r — 1 is contained in the vector space 

MTM &M)A*h%)*'°ai"i- 
Since mr c(hM)c .then 

It follows that 

SM=Te(P-JC)(f) + mqE{Xiq), 

so that we have £(x,q) = Te(P-K)(f) by the Malgrange preparation theorem. 
This contradicts the fact that P-JC-cod (/) = 1. This completes the proof. 
□ 

In the list of generating families for Legendrian unfoldings in Section 2, 
the germs of M.r, -^ and 1

EQ describe the situation how geometric singu- 
larities bifurcate. Especially, M^ singularity describes how the singularity 
appears from a smooth solution. All of these are P-Legendrian stable Legen- 
drian unfoldings, so that these can be realized as geometric solutions at the 
non-degenerated point for a given Hamilton-Jacobi equation. We consider 
that at where such bifurcations should be appeared. 

Theorem 3.3. Let s+H(t, x,p) = 0 be a Hamilton-Jacobi equation. If one 
of Mr, ^r or ^Q appears at a point (to,xo,po) of a geometric solution of 
E{H)) then H is m-non-degenerated at (to,XQ,po) for some m = 1,... ,r--l 
(for ^e case, 1 < s < 5). 

Before we give the proof of Teorem 3.3, we remark that the framework we 
condier in this paper can be generalized to the case when the Hamiltonian 
H also depends on the y-variable under a suitable assumption. In this case 
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the characteristic vector field is given by 

__ (dH       dH\  d_ _ A (BH        dH\ J)_ 
V dt +S dy ) ds    ^ \dxi +Pi dy ) dpi 

We assume the following: 

(*) The Hamiltonian flows corresponding to XH exist nearby the point 

(£o,£o,yo,so,po). 

Under this assumption, we can develope exactly the same theory near by 
the point as the previous one. We give the proof of Theorem 3.3 under this 
genralized situation for the tecnical reason. So we consider the case that the 
Hamiltonian H depends on the (£, x, 2/,p)-variables. 

Proof. For the proof, we may assume that (£o,2;o,yo>so,po) = (0>0:'0>0>0)- 
We remark that for any function germ / : (En x Rfc, 0) -> (R, 0) with 

a property that -^(0) = (^(O),..., &f"(0)) is non zero vector, we can 
construct a Legendrian submanifold 

(/>/= \x,f{x,q),— (x,q) — (x,q) = 0> 

of the 1-jet space J^M71,^). 
Firstly we prove the assertion for the germ 1Ar. Without the loss of 

generaity, we may assume that k = 1. We consider the function germ 

r-2 

/(*, q) = qr+1 + <r ^ibiV2^ ± • • • ± a*) + £ z^ - y, 
i=l 

then Jf = (r + l)qr + (r^l)qr-\±x2
r_1±'''±xl) + ZZlmq^\soth^^ 

is a 
by 

/>, y, q) = /(x, g) - y = ^+1 + ^"'(i^-l ± • • * ± 4) + £ W - »• 

^9 
is a Legendrian submanifold of J1(Mn,R) whose generating family is given 

r-2 

i=l 

Since ^o = io(<l>f) gives the initial condition for the (GCPT), we can get 
a Legendrian unfolding (£, 0) C E(H) by the method of characteristics. 
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Let G(t, x, y, q) = G(t,x,cj) — y be a generating family of (£,0), then 
g(x,y,q) = g(x,q) — y = G(0,x,y,q) is a generating family of ^o- By the 
proof of Theorems 19.4 and 20.8 in [1], there exists a diffeomorphism germ 
# : (Rn x R,0) -> (Mn x R,0) of the form W{x}q) = {x,^(x,q)) such that 
g o *(x,g) = /(x,g). Define a function germ F : (R x Rn x R,0) -* (R,0) 
by F(t,x,q) = G(t^x)

/ilj(xJq))1 then the Legendrian unfolding Image$i? is 
equal to Image $G = £ and F|t=o = /• It follows that $i? is the geometric 

solution of E(H) and ^ + H(t, x, y, |f) = 0 mod ( |^      \ . If we 

put t = 0, then we have 
"(t^.s/.g) 

at 
+ ff(0,x,y,g)s 0 

t=o 

mod / (r + l)qr + (r - l)gr-2(±xl_1 ± • • • ± x^) + ^ ix^^1 \ 

We now consider the Taylor polynomial of H(t, a;, y, p) for a sufficiently 
higher degree at (t, x,y,po) with respect to p = (pi,...,pn)-variables as 
follows : 

H(t, x, y, p) = H(t, x, y, 0) + V -5—(*» aJi y> 0)pi 

l<ij<n ^"^ 

On the other hand, we have 

1    v^     d2H ^ 

df _ \qi l<i<r-2 

dxi ~ \ ±2xiqr-1       r - 1 < t < n. 

If we set t = 0 and pj = -^—{0, q), then 

+ E •^:(0)a;)2/,0)(±2a;#-1) + *(0,a;)y,0))g
1-1 

^2i 
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d2H 
2 4^ dpidpj 

+ higher term, 

{Q,x,y,Q)q'-l{±2qT-1xj) 

where 

*(0,a!,y,0) = ^    2 
d2H 

2 n±Li *«^ 
(0,x,!/,0) 

d3H i    ^^       a^H   /rt 
+ V 11 AnAn/W,      0'^ ^ 0 

3! i+i-fer-l ^n^** 

1      v^ ^tf 
s!u+..r=r-i^i1---^ 

i    a1--^ .„ 
+ • • • + ——r^(0,x,y,0). 

i-(0,x,y,0) 

(r-Wdp^ 
So we have 

dF 
dt 

^ + F(0lx>y>.g(0,g)) = 
r-1 

dt 
r-l 

+ H(0,x,y,0) 
t=o 

+ *(0)a;,2/)0)g'-
1 + i    ^    ^-(Q.x.y.O)^ 

2     -^  i ^Pi^Pj »+j#r-l •' 

1 /) i? 
+ o E ^^-(0'x' 0)gi-1(±2gr-1a:i) + higher term 

2 y ^^ 
= 0 

r-l 

mod ( (r + l)qr + (r - l)qr-2(±x2
r ± • • • ± x2

n) + J^ zx^1 i-2 

i=l / £ 
(aJ»2/»<?) 

Since Te(P-/C)(/) is equal to 

<gr+l + (Zr-l(±x2_i ± ... ± a.2) + ^ ^ _ yj 

r-2 

i=l 
r-2 

(r +■ l)5r + (r - l)<r ^iov2.! ± • • • ± x2
n) + ^ te^"1)^^ 

i=l 

+(l,g,...,gr J,2gr   av-i,...,2tfr   x„)f(sBfy), 
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we can show that every element of £(x,y,q) except q7"*1 is contained in 
Te(P-JC)(f). It follows that 

dt 
+ y(0,x,y,0)qr-1£Te(P-lC)(f). 

t=o 

Suppose that    jf^  (0,0,0,0) = 0 for m = 1,..., r-1, then *(0, x, y, 0) € 

9R(x,y)i so that 
^O.x.y.O^eTeCP-/:)^). 

It follows that ^        G re(P-/C)(/). This formula shows that F cannot be 

a P-/C-versal deformation of /. However the generating family of type ^ 
is a P-/C-versal deformation of /, so that F is not t-P-/C-equivalent to the 
germ of type ^r. 

On the other hand, let F/ be a generating family of a geometric solution 
of 5 + i3*(£, Xj y,p) = 0. Suppose that F" is £-P-/C-equivalent to the germ of 

(%•) 
r-2 

F(t, x, y, q) = qr+1 + qr-l{t ± x2^ ± • • • ± a*) + J]Xiq* (3 < r < n + 2). 
2=1 

It follows that the germ /' = F'lO x (Rn x R) x R is P-/C-equivalent to 
/ = F|0 x (Rn x M) x R, so that there exists a contact diffeomorphism germ 

of the form 

fcO&>v>p) = (Mx>y)i<i>2{xiy),Mxiy>p)) 

such that k(^)ft) = <f)f. Since fc is a contact diffeomorphism germ, there exists 
a function germ A(a;, y,p) with A(0,0,0) ^ 0 such that k*0 = \- 0. We now 
define a diffeomorphism germ 

K : (J^R x Rn,R),0) -> (J^R x Rn,R),0) 

by 

K(t,x,y,s,p) = (t,<l>i(x,y),<l>2(x,y),—f r • s,fa(x,y,p)). 
Kx,y,v) 

It is clear that K is a contact diffeomorphism (i.e., if*© = A • 6). It 
follows that K(E(H)o) = E(X o k'1 • H)Q and Jff(^//) = </>/. Since if is a 
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contact diffeomorphism from (J1(ExRri, M), 0) onto itself, the corresponding 
equation s + A o k~1(x1y^p) • H^x^y^p) = 0 satisfies the assumption (*) 
and K($F) is a geometric solution of E(X o A:"1 • H) whose initial data is 
given by (f)f. Let G be a generating family of K($>F)I then F and G are 
i-P-/C-equivalent by Proposition 2.3. 

On the other hand, it is easy to show that if    J?mg
t-  (0,0,0,0) = 0 for 

m = l,...,r-l, then ~^(0,0,0) = 0 form =l,...,r-l, By the 

previous arguments, G cannot be £-P-/C-equivalent to F. This contradicts 
to the assumption that F' is t-P-/C-equivalent to F. Thus the Legendrian 
unfolding of type lAr cannot be realized as a geometric solution of s + 
H(t,x,y,p) = 0, where H(t,x,y,p) is not non-degenerated at (0,0,0,0). 

Since we can prove the assertion for the germs -^ and ^ by exactly 
the same way as the above arguments, we omit the proof of these cases.  □ 

Corollary 3.4. If an lAs singularity appears at (to,rro,po)j then H{t,X)P) 
is 1- or 2-non-degenerated at (to^xo^po). 

Example 3.5. Consider the equation :   s + p3 = 0 (i.e.    n ==  1 and 

In this case the bifurcation of geometric singularities of type Ms : q4 + 
xq + tq2 — y describe the situation how the first singularity appears from 
a smooth initial data. By the above theorem the generating family of a 
Legendrian unfolding which is a geometric solution of s + ps = 0 cannot be 
t-P-/C-equivalent to the germ of type Ms. Thus the Legendrian unfolding 
of type Ms cannot be realized as a geometric solution of s + p3 = 0 at the 
origin. 

4. The case when the Hamiltonian depends 
only on momenta. 

We can assert a much stronger statement for the case that the Hamilto- 
nian function depends only on (pi,... ,pn)-variables. In this case the Cauchy 
problem is given by 

en dt \dx\       ' dxnJ 
2/(0, xi, ■ ■ ■ , Xn) = <t>(xi, • • • , xn), 
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where H and </> are C^-functiions. It follows that the characteristic equation 
is given by 

( dxi      dH 
- = Wi(p)(i = l,...,n), 

(C) 
— = 0(1 = 1,...,n), 

dy dH, 
% = -H(p) + J> • ^-(p), x,p € E", 
dt 

i=l 5pi 

dt, 
x(0) = u, p(0) = ^(n), y(0) = ^(«), u € Mn. 

We can explicity solve the charcteristic equation as follows: 

Xi{t, u) = Ui +1— \—{u)]  (t = 1,..., n), 

[S')   { Pi(t, u) = Q^:(
U

) (* =1' • • •»n)' 

Then we have the following proposition. 

Proposition 4.1. Let s + H(p) = 0 be a Hamilton-Jacobi equation. If a 
singularity of geometric solution for the Cauchy problem (P') appears at a 

point (tcb^CbPo)? ^ien ^ ^ non'degenrated at (£o,xo,Po)- 

Proof The Jacobian matrix of the mapping x : Rn —> En with respect to u 
is 

/l + ten       tcu       ...       tcin   \ 
tC2l 1 + tC22     - - - tC2n 

V tCnl ^2   ...  1 + tCnnJ 

where dj = £Li J^(0(^))aS^(^)- By the definiton of singularity 

of geometric solutions, the point (to^xo^po) = (^OJ^(^0)^O)JP(^0)'^O)) is a 
singularitiy of the geometric solution if and only if the rank of the Jacobian 
matrix of x : Rn —» MP is less than n. However, if the Hamiltonian function 
H(p) is degenerated at the point (£o,£o,po)> ^en ^^ Jacobian matrix is 
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equal to the identity matrix, so that the geometric solution is non-singular 
at the point. □ 
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